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A seismic shift in Cambodian culture has slowly begun that can’t happen 
fast enough—or without your financial assistance.  
 
Clara is the daughter of Chantha Nguon, Founder and Director of Stung Treng Women’s Development Center  
(SWDC), Cambodia—a survivor of the harsh era and monstrous brutality of the notorious Khmer Rouge. Just  
as her mother is working for something greater for her fellow, post-war Cambodians, especially for young women                
in the rural province of Stung Treng, Clara also hopes to work to better her country—and in particular, the lives  
of Cambodian girls and women. A self-proclaimed ‘math nut,’ Clara is finishing her international baccalaureate in             
Phnom Penh, and will begin attending Warren Wilson College in the U.S. in the fall of 2014.  
 
The saying, “Man is gold; woman is a skirt” is deeply entrenched in the Cambodian culture and psyche.  
Offensive as this may be to other societies, it remains the way of life among the vast majority of Cambodians, who  
have historically treasured boys and devalued girls. 
 
To appreciate the magnitude of the challenges facing Cambodian females and thus the 
importance of educating Clara and others like her—consider some dire facts of life for 
girls and women in Cambodia:  
 

  � Massive Cultural Barriers for Women— Adolescent girls are routinely expected to take one of three paths:  
                marriage (often to abusive, middle aged men); being sold into slavery to wealthy families; or working in the  
                pervasive Asian sex trade.   
 
  � Lack of Education for Women — Nearly 70% of women in Cambodia are illiterate. 
 
  � Woefully Inadequate Healthcare for Women & Children — 1 of every 6 women ages 15-49 dies in childbirth;        
                married women account for over 50% of HIV/AIDS victims; 1 of every 3 women has no access to  
     prenatal care; mortality rates for women are tragically high (41% for breast cancer); 1 of every 7 children under  
     age 5 is severely malnourished; 39.5% of all children are stunted—over 17 times the rate in healthy populations. 
       

Source: U.S. Agency for International Development (USAID).        More… 



 
 

Although Clara has been awarded a 40% scholarship for her Warren Wilson  
College tuition, 60% plus her living expenses remains to be raised.  
 
Join with Prevail Fund: help Clara change the 
future for her fellow Cambodians.   

 
While the plight of Cambodian women remains daunting, Clara’s     
own words from one of her Prevail Fund blog posts tell a heart- 
rending story—revealing why we at Prevail Fund see the promise of  
a brighter future for all Cambodians, not only girls and women,           
resulting from Clara’s passion.                                                                             Chantha Nguon & daughter, Clara Kim 
                           with Deborah Bailey of Prevail   

             “When I was younger, there were two boys who were brought to SWDC.  
             They came to the center severely malnourished, because they had never had milk since they were born. They only  
             drank liquid porridge and sugar. My mom nursed them back to life. My brother and I took them home for lunch to  
             give them some extra food so they could get healthy faster. We have many cases like that in Cambodia and I have  
             seen so many children like that around our neighborhood.” 

 
More of Clara’s thoughts when visiting colleges in the U.S. under the auspices of Prevail: 
“Another thing that stunned me in comparison to home was the amount of food that was being served. When I  
couldn’t finish the food, or when I saw how much food was wasted every day in the U.S., I wished that my friends  
who used to go to school with empty stomachs were here. I knew that they would be so happy to see this much  
food, more than they had ever seen in their lives.” 
 
“I dream of breaking the cycle of poverty and changing women’s fate. I also know that  
the quality of the education I can get in Cambodia is not going to help my dream become  
a reality … The chances of women getting good opportunities in careers are very low,  
both because they are women, and because their education, if any, is inadequate.  
These barriers make it seem impossible for them. There are many students, therefore,  
who have gone to study abroad. Sadly, few of them come back home. This frustrates                              
me: they do not see Cambodia the way I do.” 
 

Clara is that rare Cambodian girl, now a young woman, 
fortunate enough to have a strong female role model  
in her mother. Yet, rather than merely filling her shoes, 
Clara’s stepping out on her own path that will return 
her to Cambodia—and a life of service and leadership. 

 
 

             
  Contribute generously to her remarkable journey and future accomplishments.
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